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Abstract: When femtosecond laser pulses are focused in the bulk of transparent materials 

(glasses), deposition of energy on a restricted volume can occur owing to the non linear character 

of the laser matter interaction. As a consequence, the possibility to generate micrometer-sized 

structural modifications arises. Those local changes are often associated with a minute variation in 

the refractive index which, when positive, enables the fabrication of light guiding components in 

three dimensions through simple laser translation. Although the first corresponding experimental 

demonstration approaches fifteen years of age, the complete picture of the dynamics and the 

processes leading to the local refractive index changes has still to be drawn to reach an optimal 

control of the laser-induced modification process. In this report, the laser-dielectric interaction is 

followed on an ultrashort time scale with the help of a unique time-resolved side-imaging tech-

nique allowing for absorption and phase contrast detection. Experimental observation of an ab-

sorptive electronic cloud in the first moments of the interaction along with the launch of a pressure 

wave after a few ns is reported. These physical objects are shown to be reliable indicators of the 

success of the energy transfer to the lattice which largely depends on the pulse temporal envelope. 
©2010 Optical Society of America 
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1. Introduction 

The technique of ultrafast laser processing of bulk transparent materials knows a growing importance as reported by 

the numerous demonstrations of various photonic devices achieved in its frame [1]. Micrometer sized lattice modifi-

cation are reachable due to the highly non linear nature of the interaction between the infrared ultrashort pulses and t   

he transparent material. Local optical properties are thus influenced by the femtosecond irradiation, resulting in 

possible variations of birefringence, absorption and refractive index [2]. As a consequence, optical components can 

be photodrawn in three dimensions by translation of the laser spot in the bulk of the sample [3]. 

 From a fundamental point of view, a better understanding of the successive steps conducting to the permanent 

bulk modification is obviously an indispensable study to be carried out in order to exploit the full potential of femto-

second bulk processing. In the following, microscopic imaging of the material transient states under femtosecond 

irradiation on a ultrafast time scale is reported.  

2. Experimental Methods 

The experimental apparatus is based on a noncollinear pump-probe technique [4]. The radiation source is an ultrafast 

laser system delivering 160 fs pulses at 800 nm. The laser beam is divided into two parts, one being used to excite 

the material, while the second is spatially magnified, frequency doubled, and used to image the excitation region in a 

perpendicular geometry with a time resolution of 0.6 ps.  

 A microscope objective (numerical aperture NA = 0.45) focuses the pump beam into the bulk of the samples, 

which are polished parallelepipeds of 3 × 20 × 10 mm. The focal plane is fixed at a depth of 200 µm. The blue probe 

beam enters the illumination path of a modifie   d phase contrast microscope (Olympus BX41). The final picture is 

recorded with the help of an intensifying CCD camera. This setup allows for ultrafast imaging in optical transmis-

sion microscopy (OTM) mode or in phase contrast microscopy (PCM). 

3. Results and Discussion 

PCM pictures of permanent bulk modifications subsequent to laser irradiations in fused silica are presented in Fig. 1. 



 

 

 

 In all cases, the pulse energy is 0.4µJ inside the material and the laser comes from left. However, the number of 

pulses per sites varies as well as scanning direction of the sample. As already reported, the high accumulation of 

light pulses leads to dramatic evolution of the modified area in fused silica accompanied with an increase of the af-

fected volume [15]. Upon longitudinal translation of the sample guiding structures are readily achievable. 

 
Fig. 1 : Permanent modifications in fused silica from femtosecond irradiation.  

The laser comes from left. a) Single pulse, b) 105 pulses at 100kHz  

c) Scanning of the sample along the laser propagation axis at 100kHz.  
 

Examples of time resolved investigations at high energy are reported in Fig. 2. The strong electronic cloud clearly 

visible in Fig. 2 a) extents to a much larger region than the permanent damage. Interestingly enough, the absorption 

peaks are closely correlated to the presence of permanent changes (Fig. 2b)). Regular dots preceding the main focal 

point are also observable. Our first investigations permits to think that these modifications are simply related to the 

irradiation focal map according to simple Fourier propagation simulations (not shown here). 

 
Fig. 2 : PCM and OTM time resolved pictures of ultrafast irradiation of fused silica.  

The pulse energy is 43µJ and the laser comes from left. 
 

For time delays in the order of the nanosecond, the launch of a relatively strong pressure wave takes place and re-

quires the phase contrast imaging to be detectable. 

4. Conclusion 

The electronic cloud along with the launch of the pressure wave are pictured on a ultrafast time scale. At high inten-

sities, regular structures preceding the main focus are observed presumably linked to the focal irradiation map as 

predictable from Fourier propagation simulations. Further investigations concerning the  non linear effect are envi-

saged. 
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1. Introduction 

Ultrafast laser  



 

 

 

pulses and the transparent material enables local 

modification on the micrometer scale. The related 

structural changes are usually accompanied by altera-

tion in the optical properties such as birefringence, ab-

sorption and refractive index [2]. The size of the local 

change is usually on the order of the focal volume, 

enabling the photodrawing of complex photonic devic-

es by simple translation of the laser spot with respect to 

the sample [3]. 

Efforts to precisely control irradiation conditions 

are continuously conducted aiming at improvements of 

the achievable machining flexibility by femtosecond 

lasers. Techniques based on a precise tuning of the laser 

repetition rate, laser pulse duration, polarization and 

wave front structure recently emerged, thus greatly 

increasing the dimensions of processing windows [4-8].  

From a more fundamental point of view, it is highly 

desirable to obtain a better understanding of the inter-

mediate steps that lead to the permanent changes in the 

optical properties subsequent to the laser irradiation, 

thus allowing for strategies to enhance the flexibility in 

femtosecond machining of transparent materials. This 

type of research is tightly linked to the capability of 

monitoring transient local states that the material un-

dergoes from the very first moments of interaction until 

the final and permanent local modification. During this 

time window, essential transient physical objects such 

as the laser-generated electron-hole plasma and propa-

gating pressure waves are observable [9-11]. Their cha-

racteristics are of great interest in understanding the 

permanent laser-induced modifications.  

In the following, we report on time–resolved imag-

ing of local modification subsequent to ultrashort light 

pulse irradiation in transparent materials. Transient 

electron-hole plasma pictures are shown as well as 

pressure waves. Essential differences between femtose-

cond and picosecond irradiation regimes are underlined.  

 

2. Experimental set-up 

The experimental apparatus is based on a noncolli-

near pump-probe technique [12] depicted in Figure 1. 

The radiation source is an ultrafast laser system deliver-

ing 160 fs pulses at 800 nm operated at an effective 

repetition rate of 2Hz. The laser beam is divided into 

two parts, one being used to excite the material, while 

the second is spatially magnified, frequency doubled, 

and used to image the excitation region in a perpendi-

cular geometry with a time resolution of 0.6 ps.  

A microscope objective (numerical aperture NA = 

0.45) focuses the pump beam into the bulk of the sam-

ples, which are polished parallelepipeds of 3 × 20 × 10 

mm. The focal plane is fixed at a depth of 200 µm from 

the surface, minimizing the effect of spherical aberra-

tion generated at the air-dielectric interface. The blue 

probe beam enters the illumination path of a modified 

phase contrast microscope (Olympus BX41). Two scat-

tering elements ensure a uniform illumination of the 

collector. The final picture is recorded with the help of 

an intensifying CCD camera. 

 

Fig. 1 Scheme of the experimental set up; PCM: Phase con-

trast microscopy, OTM: Optical transmission mi-

croscopy, χ²: Frequency doubling cristal. 

 

A bandpass filter centered around 400 nm is placed 

in front of the camera, rejecting parasite light emitted 

by the irradiated specimen (electronic plasma emission) 

and pump light scattered from the modified region. This 

setup allows for ultrafast imaging in optical transmis-

sion microscopy (OTM) mode or in phase contrast mi-

croscopy (PCM) mode by simple rotation of the phase 

contrast module. The onset of the free carrier absorp-

tion is used to define the temporal synchronization. 

Speckle noise generated by the employment of scatter-

ing plates was reduced by mounting one scattering 

plate on a rotating motor and by accumulating N times 

the image of the same event on the CCD matrix. In 

OTM, we chose N = 50 and in PCM, N = 100. The 

sample was translated after each laser shot.  

A linear spatial light modulator is inserted into a 4-f 

zero compressor after the beam splitter enabling the 

generation of user defined, shaped pulses on the pump 

arm while preserving the higher available temporal 

resolution for the probe. 

  

3. Results and discussion 

Figure 2 presents phase contrast pictures of single 

ultra-short pulse irradiation in fused silica glass at 4.3 

µJ for various pulse durations (laser comes from left). 
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Fig. 2 Single pulse femtosecond irradiation in fused silica 

glass 

 

This picture represents the permanent optical 

change as it was taken a few seconds after irradiation. 

In the case of femtosecond single pulses sequence, the 

modification consists of alternating black and white 

regions, mainly due to positive and negative refractive 

index change (positive phase contrast microscopy). The 

length of the structures may be as large as 60 µm while 

remaining quite thin (<5 µm). For longer pulses, the 

modified area diminishes in length while increasing in 

width. Picosecond pulses clearly create a higher con-

trast and stronger damage. These observations give 

evidence for a more confined area of energy deposition 

in the case of picosecond irradiation.  

The consequences of a ps envelope are twofold [14]. 

Firstly, the ps envelope induces a delayed, low density, 

spatially-modulated plasma. This reduces intensity de-

pendent changes of the refractive index, thus creating a 

smaller negative shift for the incoming energy and less 

defocusing, helping to contain the energy in the focal 

region. Secondly, the nonlinearity of excitation is re-

duced, allowing efficient absorption only in a restricted 

region around the geometric focal point.  

In order to experimentally verify these considera-

tions, OTM time-resolved pictures were taken at a de-

lay of 2 ps after irradiation, when the electron-hole 

plasma appears to be the strongest. This experimental 

observation was conducted for different pump pulse 

duration between 0.2 ps and 8 ps. Figure 3 shows the 

corresponding data (laser from left)  

 

Fig. 3 Pump probe OTM pictures for 2 ps delay for various 

pump durations with NLSE predictions of the focal 

electronic densities for 0.2 ps and 4 ps pulse dura-

tion. 

 

One can readily see that the extension of the elec-

tronic plasma is much more constricted in the picose-

cond regime. Calculation results of the electronic densi-

ties based on the nonlinear Schrödinger equation are 

presented in Fig. 3 for 0.2 ps and 4 ps pulse duration. 

Details of the simulation approach are given in refer-

ence [13]. It is sufficient for the present discussion to 

mention that key features taken into account by the 

calculations are photoionization, plasma defocusing, 

self-focusing, diffraction and multiphoton and ava-

lanche ionization.  

The simulated electronic density extends on an area 

approximately two to three times smaller in the picose-

cond regime than in the femtosecond regime, a beha-

vior confirmed by the experimental images of the elec-

tronic cloud for different pulse durations. This experi-

mental evidence of the effect of the pulse envelope on 

the transient electron-hole plasma has direct conse-

quences on the choice of laser parameters for material 

bulk processing. 

Along with the electronic cloud, the pressure wave 

generated after a few nanosecond carries information of 

great value. Figure 4 depicts PCM time resolved pic-

tures 5ns after irradiation for different pulse durations 

(laser comes from left). PCM is well adapted for this 

observation as it is able to transcribe minute refractive 

index variation into well contrasted grayscale images. 

Fig. 4   PCM time resolved pictures at 5 ns delay for various pulse durations 

 



 

 

 

The launch of a pressure wave after 2 ns is readily ob-

servable for all pump pulse durations. We mention here 

that the travelling speed of this perturbation matches 

closely the speed of sound in fused silica [15].  

What appears to be obvious is the amplitude depen-

dence of the pressure wave with the pump pulse dura-

tion. For picosecond pulses the pressure wave is much 

more contrasted as for the femtosecond regime (Fig. 4). 

This also speaks in favor of a stronger confinement of 

the energy deposition leading to a stronger pressure 

wave. The more damaged aspect of the permanent 

modification for picosecond pulses appears to be linked 

with the amplitude of the released pressure wave. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Time resolved side imaging of transient local 

changes in fused silica subsequent to ultrashort pulse 

irradiation is reported. A pump probe set-up enabled the 

monitoring of significant physical objects such as the 

laser-induced electron-hole plasma and the pressure 

wave generated from the processing volume. Both give 

reliable indicators towards a better understanding of the 

physical phenomenon active during the laser-matter 

interaction. Experiments were conducted to determine 

differences between picosecond and femtosecond irrad-

iation regimes. A more confined electronic plasma, 

along with a stronger pressure wave are characteristic 

of the picosecond domain, which is confirmed my nu-

merical simulations based on the nonlinear Schrödinger 

equation. Clear experimental evidence of a higher 

energy confinement in the case of picosecond irradia-

tions is given. 
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